
Medithera speaks the 
language of your body.



Medithera speaks the language of your body.

The Medithera system does not force artificial frequencies onto the body. 

Instead it specifically supports your body‘s natural behaviour:

• The Medithera signal mimics the natural communication signal of the cell

•  The Medithera signal can be adjusted precisely for stimulating or  

moderating effects according to the desired effect

•  The Medithera signal filters interfering frequencies between 40-50 Hz – 

so called „Electro Smog“.

How does Medithera differ from other PEMF* systems?

The patented Medithera signal is capable of creating precisely dosed 

effects within the body. The frequency packages may be applied separately 

depending on the medical indication. By almost totally harmonising the 

body’s own signal the Medithera system establishes an optimal basis for a 

sustainable stimulation of the cells.

For the treatment of certain united cell structures like organs and  

organelles the patented Medithera signal may be used with

• a specific frequency spectra according to the medical indication

• a defined magnetic field intensity

•  and a biologically efficient shape of impulse 

as a therapeutical component within a medical and therapeutical application.

No other signal does fulfill these quality standards.

Downsides of other known signals and systems:

•  Other technical signals do not comply with the natural (biological) signal 

and for this reason they cannot result in comparable effects.

• Too short signals (< 1ms) can usually not be sensed by cells.

•  Too long signals (> 100ms) may in worst case influence the regulation  

of the heart.

• Too high field intensities may harm the organism.

•  Too low field intensities may mostly not reach the action potential that is 

understood in an optimal way by the body.

*PEMF = Pulsed Electromagnetic Field
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Why is the Medithera signal biologically more efficient than other signals?

the Medithera signal is almost identical with the shape of signal used by nature to active  

cellular  communication. thereby Medithera results in more sustainable effects and essentially 

differs from all other peMf signals.
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All systems Few systems Medithera



Medithera systems completely cover all three levels of impact with optimized effects 

on the body. furthermore they profoundly increase efficiency and precision of a complemen-

tary treatment due to their unique modulation of the magnetic field. this also has a positive 

impact on the temporary progress and the success of the applied therapy.

Level 1 / reached by all PEMF systems

Improved blood flow: The singling of erythrocytes improves the flow 

properties of the blood (viscosity) which leads to a better oxygen supply. 

Within this process the Medithera signal acts as an optimal communicator 

due to the patented shape of its signal. In medical studies Dr. med. Esche 

proved a higher oxygen saturation of 70% to 80% after a therapy with 

Medithera. The diffusion of oxygen within the tissue was raised up to 300% 

considering the whole body and up to 900% when looking at the limbs 

only. The consumption of oxygen by the pulmonary alveoli was increased 

by 120%.

Level 2 / reached by a few systems

Improved capacity of oxygen bonds and increase of oxygen partial pressure 

while totally supressing interferring frequencies (40 to 50 Hz): Medithera’s 

PEMF system affects smallest dissolved substances within the organism 

(colloidal osmotic pressure) as well as the depending mechanisms

of diffusion and transportation. This results in an optimised function of the 

cell’s membrane and  metabolic processes. In effect a biochemical environ-

ment is created which positively influences  the parameters responsible for 

the release of oxygen into the tissue.

Level 3 / reached only by Medithera system

Placement of specific energetic information due to defined frequency 

patterns: The improved stability of the cell membrane optimizes the 

energy-depending mechanisms of tranportation which take place through 

the cell’s membrane. This leads to a positive energy balance, resulting again 

in an activation of the transportation mechanisms. After a treatment with 

Medithera  a positive influence on the metabolism of diabetes patients was 

proved. (Case study of Dr. med. Frank Klein, Schenklengsfeld, Germany)

The body can use the frequency patterns offered by the Medithera signal in 

an ideal way as an information for a defined effect. Within their impulse

packages the Medithera PEMF systems will only combine  those frequencies

with beneficial impacts that will sum up to a reasonable optimized overall

effect. 

This patented principle of operation underlines the uniqueness of the  

PEMF systems developed by Medithera.



Effects of magnetic fields on body and cells

The human body consists of more than 220 different cell types and more

than 70 trillions individual cells. Each cell is a bioelectrically controlled

„living system” and depending on sufficient  supply of energy and oxygen.

Almost all important metabolic processes rely on ionic interaction, meaning 

substances with an electric potential like calcium, potassium, magnesium 

and sodium. These ions procure information (stimulation within nerve cells)

or initiate reaction chains.

Only a signal complying with the natural shape of the cell’s signal may

specifically influence the cell’s potential for communicational and activating 

processes. It is a signal that is able to communicate in „the language of our 

body”, namely the Medithera signal.

Basic principle of electromagnetic interaction (magnetic induction):

 •  electrical current builds a magnetic field

 •  a magnetic field induces an electrical current

Sodium-potassium-pump

Our cells need the supply of nutrients and oxygen in order to produce energy. 

The better the ionic transport mechanism is working, the better the cell is 

performing. Within the mitochondria, the so called power plants of the cells, 

the nutrients are transformed into energy by producing ATP.

By choosing the the ideal natural impulse the ionic transport can be  

activated. The sodium-potassium-pump, a carrier protein, controls and regu-

lates the ionic flow. It is so essential for our metabolism, that our body  

uses around a third of its total ATP (energy) to keep the pump  working. 

The patented Medithera signal is able to create exactly defined frequency 

patterns that optimise the ionic transport through the cell’s membrane. 

Compared with the strong divergence shown by systems of other  

manufacturers using wide undefined frequency spectra with imprecise 

information for the cell the unique Medithera technology provides 

optimised results for a healthier and better metabolism and supports the 

bodily functions.
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Example of application

„i am warm because inside each of my body  

cells there are dozens, hundreds or even tousands  

of mitochondria that burn the food i eat.“

Gottfried Schatz, co-discoverer of mitochondrial DNA

Effect of magnetic field within the body

the scienctific concept behind the Medithera system.



Free Radicals

Free Radicals originate during energy production within the mitochondria

(respiratory chain). A reduced supply of oxygen or glucose, like in lasting  

physical or mental stress, may rise  the number of free radicals. Longer  

lasting disbalance of energy supply and energy comsumption, e.g. by wrong 

diet or stress, will increase the quantity of free radicals to an extent higher 

than the body is able to decompose which may damage mitochondrial DNS. 

By stealing valence electrons free radicals harm healthy molecular structures. 

The Medithera signal is capable of enhancing transportation mechanisms 

within the cell and thereby prevents longer lasting imbalance of energy and 

the resulting appearance of too many free radicals.

 

Benefits for a healthy organism:

• More molecular elementary oxygen is flowing as a reactant into the cell

• Improved supply of minerals, vitamins and micronutrients

• Decomposing of metabolic waste

• Energetical charging of cells with a healthy cell potential

any cell without the ideal energy potential  

can fulfill its intended function not at  

all or only uncomplete.

Magnetic resonance systems are medical products according to the 

medical devices act. They are subject to the drug advertising law 

which enjoins promise of healing.

Note: the evectiveness of the magnetic resonance therapy is scienti-

fically controversial and not accepted by academic medicine.

range of application and benefits

• Improved metabolism of the cell

• Improved micro- and macro-circulation

•  Strengthening of immune system and body’s defenses against 
allergies and infection

• Optimized blood flow by reduced viscosity

• Improved oxygen supply within the body

• Improved performance (endurance, brain, concentration)

• Enhanced regeneration, energy supply and detoxication of the cell

• Promotion of stimulation and relaxation (reduction of stress),

• Pain relief

• Improved recovering and relief after illness, endeavour, stress

• Shortened convalescence, particularly after surgery

• Enhanced osteogenesis / improved chance of healing after fracture

• Accelerated regeneration of wounds and inflammation

• Support of skin, hair and nails

• Improved blood circulation of the skin / rejuvenation of the skin

• Positive effect on skin desease

• Improved physiological activity and increased vitality

• Helpful against sleep disorder

• Positive influence on depression and burn-out
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